'\Vitb~;a.s~mulati.ni lniimen,t, .l>il~sirigthe h!lnd in -the .courSe '
Nnmber
BUTlltfon Iu
A".rqe .
: 'of Place ••
.Day.8.
Population •
otJ:he colllnl Wi't,h long sweeps ratherthan
by a CI1'CUI}l, 6,624
62
Oto
50
scn~ed'rubb,lng;"wl).ich
is. the. more common 'P,rilctice:'
.
.•• ••.••
50 to 100·
'~S
12.624J).aerlsti~'., circumstances,
fluid -nourishment
shquld be,
38,123 or
, •.••••• {lOO ~d uP-}.
q.,YQi4~~i,~~~ .waOl).. s.picy prepara~onsof
food, as. currey.; ~re
{
or
34'
78,823
. ·w""""s.
to, be, preferJ;ed.
The same remedies may also 'be used with
be~efi,t,:-when.'the;aciionof
tbe nervous system ap.[>e1'-rsto
It will be seen, that 52'1'laces are emunerated in which the
be partially
palsied;
but, .as r havel?efo.re
remarked, . all
cholera continued less. than 50 days, and that the average
~~se symptoms must. be considered as effects .of the general
population of these places was 6,624; that there are 43
cause; and these -remedies as auxiliaries
entirely secondary
places specified in which the disease lasted 50 days, but less
~<;I:
the general treatment,
.
,
than 100, the average population or-these place's bei~ nearly
twice asgreat as thacof the former; while III the remaining 34
['he medical adviser who attends
to and' relieves these
towns, in which the cholera continued for 100 days and uppainful effects of the general malady-will also' be the most
wards, the averagepopulation
was very much greater still,
successful in gaining and. retaining the confidence-at his
being·38,OOO or 78,000, according as London is omitted from
patient,-points
of no trifling importance,
where'
much
or included in the list. ' I believe that the same rule has obdepends on the degree {If control he may be able toexercise
over-them,
tained during the recent epidemic, but I have 110 precise
information on the point.
It is hardly necessary to remark,
But whHs~ the. whole system, as well m!nd as body; of the
that if the cholera cases were not connected one with anhyp.o~hondrtac .• IS made wretch-ed and miserable by the cir-'
other,
there
would
be
no
reason
why the few cases which
eulation of this poisoned blood, some parts seem to suffer
happen in a village should not be scattered
over as long a.
more se.verelyfrom
it than others.
The brain and nerves
period as the thousands which occur in a great metropolis.
ill ORecase, the heart in a .secend, the mucous membranes in
I shall perhaps be thought singular in asserting, that there
a third; and sometimes in each instance to such an extent
is no evidence opposed to the propagation of cholera by its
as not onlyto engross entirejy the mi.nd of the patient, but to
communication
from individual
to individual,
01' in favour
attract
so much attention as to mislead even the medical
of any other origin of the disease.
The chief facts which
adviser-; no organ or set of ?rgaJ?-s suffer m?re frequently,
are believed to be opposed to the extension of cholera by
or more severely, than the digestIve, producing,
when the
communication
are the following:
That many persons are
morbid matter or virus is concentrated
on them the most
placed in close relation with the sick, nurse them, and wait
Inveterate form of indigestion, and its almost endl~ss train of
upon them, and sometimes
even sleep in the same bed,
miseries, amongst which heartburn
of the severest kind is the
without becoming infected with the malady;
that quaranmost frequent, constant, and distressing.
My.observations
tine and cordons sanitai"es often fail to arrest its progress;
however, "6'~ese
two disorders, must be' deferred to
and that persons arc often attacked with it who have had no
next communication.
.
intercourse with the sick or their friends.
Brook-street,
Hanover-square.
These facts are thought to be opposed to the communica-
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ON THE MODE OF PROPAGATION
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By JOHN SNOW, M.D.

the more severe cases of common English cholera
cannot always be distinguished from the malady called Asiatic
cholera, yet hardly anyone donbts the distinctnature
of these
diseases, or that the latter was a stranjl'er to Europe prior to
the year 1830. A careful consideration
of Asiatic cholera
shows clearly enough that it. is propagated b~ human inter-caurse,
-It has proceeded
m various directions along the
great channels of intercommunication,
never progressing
faster thaJ?- people tr~yel, and, generally much 1I\0re slowly.
In. extending to an Island or a fresh continent,
it always
makes rts first ap'pearance at a seaport, and it never attacks
~hecrew of a ship from a healthy port, that, is approaching
an Infected.country,
till their 'actual arrival. .Many instances
have occurred ill which quarantine
or cordons sanitaires
hay!! ,w~ected places from the cholera, either altogether, or
fur a nme ;an,d. the:-most conclusive part of the evidence is
the numbe» of instances in which the maladyhas
been int~oduced _:into healthy localities by persons ,who lui:vebeen
ta~en ill after their arrival from places where cholera prevailed,
Dr. Bryson related sever~l Instances of this kind in
the pap~r that he read before this Society; and a number
more might. be now related did the time permit : indeed, the
cases m which the progress of cholera call be traced in this
manner are the rule rather than the exception, and are, at
all events, far too numerous
to be set down as mere coincidences.
It may be remarked,
also, that coincidences of
this sort are not found to obtain in rheumatism,
ague or
indeedin
any but epidemic diseases,the
whole of whidh I
10<,Jkupon a~ communicahh,
from one patient to another,
this communication
bemg probably the real feature of distinction between epidemic and other diseases.
,.
,
ALTHOUGH

Another circumstance
strongly confirmatory of the communication of cholera, is the direct relation which exists behyeen the. number of the 'population and the .duration. of the
disease in different towns and villages.. The accompanying
figures were compiled by me from Dr. W. !\ferriman's valuable. table of cholera ill England hi 1832 :-(b)
,
(bl'Transactions

of Royal Medical and Chirurgical Socieiy;

I( ~:.

tion of cholera, because it is assumed, that this disease, to
be communicated,
must extend itself, as the eruptive fevers
are believed to do, by means of some emanation
given off
from the patient into the air; or, if not in that way, then 'by
contact with the patient, or articles of clothing, etc., which
have been near him, But, without assuming such hypotheses,
the circumstances
above mentioned would not in any way
oppose the evidence of the communication'
of cholera.
Nearly everyone
of these facts is equally true.{)f syphilis
as of cholera.
Persons nurse and wait on syphilitic patients
and might even sleep in the same bed with them without
contracting
the malady;
and it is very doubtful, whether
quarantine
regulations,
however strict, would prevent
its
communication,
as they would be evaded.
These circum-:
stances are not considered to interfere with the proofs of the
contagiousness
of syphilis,only
because we happen to know
the way in which it is communicated;
and when we shall
know equally well the way in which cholera is communicated,
I do not doubt that we shall find themequaJly
inapplicable
to that disease.
A consideration
of the pathology of cholera is capable of
indicating to us the manner in which the disease is communicated. If itwere ushered.in by fever, or any other general
constitutional
disorder, then we should be furnished with no
clue to the way in which the morbid poison enters the
system; but if it commences
by a local affection of any
particular part, and the system at large only suffers in consequence of the local affectionythen
it is pretty evident, that
the material cause of the disease must have been applied to
the part first affected.
From all that I have been able to
learn of cholera, either by my own observation or that of
others, it has appeared, that the illness always commences
with the affection of the alimentary
canal; and in all the
cases that I have seen, the loss of fluid from the stomach
and bowels ba.s been sl~~ci~nt to accou.nt for the collapse,
when the prevIOus condition of the patient was taken 1IIto
account, together with the suddenness
of the loss, and the
circumstance
that the process of absorption appears to be
suspended, Certain fatal cases of cholera without evacuations
have occurred;
but, whenever there has been an examination of the body in such cases, the excretions peculiar to
cholera have been found in the bowels,
It appears, indeed,
that the cholera poison never enters the circulation, and that
the blood does not become contaminated
in this disease,
except when congestion of the kidneys follows as a secondary
'affection,
The irritation
of the bowels accounts
for thc
cramps; and the.loss of the water and saline constituents of
the blood is the cause of the collapse and the symptoms of
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asphyxia. The careful analyses, of.the blood bypro ,Gll.l'rod we;have:aretum of the cholera; I believe .that man)'thousands of lives might be. saved by dividing the time of labour
have confirmed the fact, that its solid constituents ars relaInto .twoperiods of four hours, dissuading. the workmen from
tively much increased by the loss of water. On this account,
-takingfood
into the mines, and enjoining them to wash their
it becomes ~o thick that it circulates with. d~ffi:~ulty.'th1;O~If:h
hands on going home before taking any food. There. are
the capillaries of. the lungs, while .the diminishedquantity
other causes tobe afterwards mentioned which contribute to
of salts renders it still further unfitted to undergo tlie usual
theex:tension of cholera in several of the miningdiitricts,
chanjl"esin respiration. The injection of a weak salinesolution into the veins of cholera patients in .the state of col- viz:,the contamination of the wells and brooks with the
evacuations of the peo\lle..
. -.
lapse. has often. been attended with the most .surprising
It can hardly be anticipated, from the nature of the subeffects of a. temporary nature, at once restoring the patient,
who the .minute before was nearly dead, to a state of appa- ject.. that we should be able to obtain distinct evidence ot
rent health and strength
It was justly remarked by Dr,
the cholera evacuations having been taken with the food.
Budd, in a clinical lecture delivered at King's College Hos- The following cases, perhaps, afford as decisive proof of this
pital,·that, if the patient's symptoms depended on a poison variety of communication of cholera as can be. expected.
circulating in the blood, they could not be removed by the
In the beginning of last year, a letter appeared m the Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal, from Mr. John C.
injection of a simple saline solution. The saline solution
Bloxam, in the Isle of Wight, being an answer to the inquiry
merely restores the water which has becoine deficient, and
supplies salts analogous to those which have been lost. .
on cholera by Mr. Hunt.
Among other interesting information, Mr. Bloxam stated, that the only cases of cholera
_ If.the poison which communicates cholera frompersonto
person does not enter the blood, it is evident that it must
that occurred in the village of Carisbrook, happened in persons who ate of some stale cow-heels, which had been the
multiply itself on the surface of the alimentary canal, and
property of a man who died in Newport, after a short and
must be contained in the evacuations from the stomach and
violent attack of cholera.. Mr. Bloxam kindly made addibowels. The proofs that the cholera poison is contained in
tional personal inquiries into the case, in consequence of
these discharges and that the disease is communicated by
their being accidentally swallowed, are of a general as well quest.ions I put to him, and the following isa summary of
a, a particular kind.
. ..
the information contained in his letter:The man from whose house the cow-heels were sent for
. It has been constantly observed, that the want of personal
sale died on Monday, the 20th of August. It was the cuscleanliness aided very much the propagation of cholera,
tom in the house to boil these articles on Monday, Wednesalthough no explanation could be given of the circumstance;
day, and Friday; and the cow-heels under consideration
it is very evident, however, that without habits of strict
were taken to Carisbrook, which is a mile from Newport,
cleanliness persons waitin~ on the sick must get their hands
ready boiled, on Tuesday, the 21st. Eleven persons in all
soiled With the cholera discharges, and must unknowingly
contaminate the provisions they handle, in eatinz their own partook of this food, seven of whom ate it without any adfood or preparing that of others. The sudden discharge of ditional cooking. Six of these were taken ill Within twentythe evacuations, which often soil the clothing or bed linen
four hours after eating it, five of whom died, and one reco!ind the littl.:: c?~our or o?our. they possess, very much
vered. The seventh individual, a child, who ate but a
Increase the Iiability to their being s~vallowedin this way, small quantity of the cow-heels, was unaffected by it. Four
and under some circumstances render It almost certain. For
persons partook of the food after additional cooking. In one
instance, when a large family, or more than one family are
case the cow-heels were fried, and the person who ate them
crowded into a single room, and when the same persons
was taken ill of cholera within twenty-four hours afterwards,
have to attend to the patient, and also to prepare and serve
and died. Some of the food was made into broth, of which
three persons partook while it was warrn ; two .of them rethe meals for the rest of the inmates, without the materials
for washing the hands, even if the inclination should exist,
mained well, but the third person partook again of the broth
it is next to impossible that the provisions shou1d be eaten
next day, when cold, and, within twenty-fours after this
without being contaminated with the peculiar discharges of latter meal, she was taken ill with cholera, of which she
the patient; and these are the circumstances under which
died: It may be proper to mention, although it is no unusual
~he disease is found most frequently to spread among the
circumstance for animal food to be eaten in hot weather
inmates of a room. Mr. Baker, of Staines, who attended
when not quite fresh, that some of the persons perceived the
260 cases of cholera and diarrhoea in the late epidemic,
cow-heels to be not so fresh as they ought to have been lit
chiefly among the poor, informed me in a Jetter, with
the time they were eaten, an d part of them had to be thrown
which he favoured me in December, 1849, that" where away a day or two afterwards, in consequence of being quite
..
the patients passed their stools involuntarily the dis- putrid.
A man living in West-street, Soho, who kept a horse and
ease evidently spread." Deficiency of light is' a great.
obstacle to cleanliness, as it prevents dirt from being seen,
cart, was employed, in the 'beginning of September, 1849,
and it must aid very much the contamination of the food to remove some furniture from a house in Lambeth. The
with the cholera evacuations.
furniture had been the property of a woman who died of
The assistance which crowding lends to the spread of cholera, and had just been buried. The bedding and nightcholera. could be explained on the hypctheeis of effluvia or chair were leftju~t as they were .when th.::patien.td!ed. :rhis
man was taken WIth cholera duringthe night, within thirtymiasmata given of\ from the patient into 'the surrounding
six hours after removing the furniture and other effects:.and
air; but the extension of the disease from want of cleanliness, deficiency of water, and ·deficiency of Iight, cannot be he died of the attack. I saw him witli Mr. Marshall, of
explained on such a hypothesis. The non-communication of Greek-street, and we both remarked that his hands were
very dirty, and had apparently not been washed for some
cholera in cleanly families, where the hand-basin and the
days.
•
towel are in constant use, and where the apartments for
cooking and eating are distinct from the sick-room; and
If the views here explained be correct, it is evident that
the cholera poison may often be conveyed to a distance with
also its non-communication, as a general rule, to medical
provisions, as in the instance of the cow-heels above-menmen and other visitors of the sick belong ing to the educated
classes of society, are fully explained on the doctrine here
tioned, when there is no evidence of personal intercourse.
Thereis also another very important medium for transmitlaid down, although these circumstances are inexplicable on
the supposition of its spread by means of effluvia. ,Its
~ing th~ cholera poison from the sick to the. healthy{ wit!lOut
Immediate intercourse. It ISthe water which peop e drmk i
fearful extension in certain pauper asylums for chiidren and
lunatics is also clearly accounted for, together witli its nonand. in this case the proofs are often of a more direct ana
decisive nature.
.
liabili~y to spread in. more commodious and better regulated
,establIshments.
'. . ..
The deficiency of water had often been spoken of, but the
quality of the water had hardly ever been pu~hcly men. The great fatality of cholera among. all the mining populations of this kingdom has been very remarkable in-beth the
tioued as contributing to the increase of cholera till August!
1849, when Dr; Lloyd related to the South London Medica.
epidemics of that disease. The chief reasons of this are as
follow:-The
miners generally remain eight hours in. the .Society some occurrences that had taken place i.~Rotherhithe, and a pamphlet of mine, ~olltaining other instances,
pits, and take food with them, which they eat whilst at work.
There are neither privies, hand-basins. nor towels in the . and. some reasonmg on the subject, appeared. at. thesame
the Commissioners of
mUles; and when a case of cholera occurs in a pit,the ·hands tima.. Mr. John Grant,8urveyort.o
of the workmen,· in the dark subterranean passages,:.C;im ..SewersforSurrey .and .Kent, also dr~w. ~p: a report Jn~tb.e
Il-I\memonth,respec~~ng ..the Con~Il:11llatlQ{)
of a .well.m c.a
hardly fail to become SQil~d;wi~h.the. ,dis~bllrgea..$li.Q¥ld
e . •
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-court in Thomas-streef Horsleydown; ',andattention, hav-ing been strongly directed to the matter, several other in'stances of the .eonnexion ibetween violent outbreaks of
cholera and the contamination of the drinking water were
·related.
,..
.
'One of the most fatal instances of communication of
cholera by means of water, is that which occurred at Albionterrace, Wandsworth-road-arow of seventeen houses, most
of them detached a few feet from each other, and constitu:t!ng the genteel euburbandwellings of a number o~ prof~ssiona] and tradespeople. All the houses were supplied with
water Oilauniform plan, from a spring in the neighbourhood, the water being conducted into a,tank placed behind
each house, from which it was pumped into the kitchen when
-required. The tanks were all conne.cted tog¢t~er by. pipes,
·an.dthe surplus water flowed away Into a dram, which re-ceived the contents of the house drains and cesspools. The
various drains and pipes were so constructed that the water
:was liable to become tainted, and it had been occasionally
·.complained of previously jbut during a storm of rain on
·July 26th, the chief drain burst, and its contents became
·mixed with the water in the tanks. I had an opportunity of
finding afterwards in the water, the stones and husks of
currants and grapes, and various other substances which had
-gone through the alimentary canal, The more gross mate-rials, however, settled to the bottom 'of the tanks, and the
water pumped up was not so bad as to excite suspicion or
attract much attention1 except in two or three of the houses.
" The first case of cholera occurred at No: 13, on July 28,
:(two days after the bursting of the drain,) in a Iady who
had had premonitory symptoms for three or four days. It
was fatal in fourteen hours; There was an accumulation of
rubbish in the cellar of this house, which was said to be
offensive by the person who removed it j but the proprietor
of the house denied this. A lady at No.8 was attacked
with choleraic diarrhrea on July 30 j she recovered. On
August 1,.a lady, aged 81, at No.6, who had had some
diarrhoea eight or ten days before, which had yielded to her
own treatment, was attacked with cholera j she diedon the
4th, with congestion of the brain. Diarrhoea commenced
'im August 1, in a lady, aged 60, at No.3; collapse took
place on .the 5th, and death on the 6th. On August 3 there
·were three or four cases in different parts of the row of
'llouses, and two of them terminated fatally on the
'Same day. The attacks were numerous during the
following three or four days, and after that time they
diminished in number. More than half the inhabitants
,of the part of the terrace in which the cholera prevailed
were attacked with it, and upwards of half the cases were
·fatal, The deaths occurred as followj but as some or the
-patients lingered a few days, and died in the consecutive
fever, the deaths were less closely grouped than the seizures.
·There was 1 death on July 28, 2 on August 3, 4 on the 4th,
2 Oilthe 6th, 2 on the 7th, 4 on the 8th, 3 on the 9th, 1 on the
, Hth, and 1 on the 13th. These make 20 fatal cases; and
-there were 4 or 5 deaths besides amongst those who were
'attacked after flying from the 'place." The fatal cases were
'distributed over ten of the seventeen houses, and cases
occurred also in the other seven houses, with the exception of one .or two that were empty, or nearly so. In short,
the cholera extended to all the houses supplied by the contaminated water, and to no others j for there were hardly any
.cases in the immediate neighbourhood at the time.
There are no data for showing how the disease was communicated to the first patient, at No. 13, on July 28; but it
was two or three days afterwards, when the evacuations
from this patient must have entered the drains having a
communication with the water supplied to all the houses, that
other persons were attacked, and In two days more the disease prevailed to an alarming extent.
A similar instance of communication of cholera through
the water occurred nearly at ,the same time "in Thomasstreet, Horsleydown, where there are' two courts close
together, consisting of a number of small houses or cottages
inhabited by poor people. The houses occupy one side of
·each court or alley, the south side of Trusscotr's-court, and
the north side of the other, which iscalled Surrey-buildings,
being placed back to back; with an, intervening space,
divided into small back areas, in which are situated th9
.privies of both, the courts, communicating, with. the same
drain; and there is an open sewer which,passes the further
"end"of both 'the ;,court•.. Now, in Surrey-buildinga, the
-eholera committed fearful 'devastation, whilst in ·the· ad-
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'joi~ing .eou~t there 'wasbutonefatalcase,
and another
that ended in recovery. In the, former court the slops
of dirty water, poured down by the irihabltants into 'a
channel in front of the houses, got into the well from
which they obtained their water, this being the onl)' difference that Mr. Grant, the Assistant-Surveyor for the Commissioners of Sewers, could find between the circumstances
of the two courts, as he stated in his report to the Commissioners. The well in question was supplied fro.Iil't~e
pipes of the. South London Water Works, and was covered
In on It level with the adjoining ground; and the inhabitanti! obtained the water by a pump placed over the well.
Thechallnel
mentioned above commenced close by the
pump. Owing to something being out of order, the water
for some time past occasionally burst out at the top of the
well, and overflowed into the gutter or channel, afterwards
flowing back again mixed with the impurities; and crevices
were left in the ground or pavement, allowing part of the
contents of the gutter to flow at all times into the well, and
when it was afterwards emptied, a large quantity of black
and highly offensive deposit was found it.
" The first case of cholera in this court occurred on July
20th, in a little girl, who had been labouring under
diarrhcea for four days. This case ended favourably. On
the 21st July, the next day, an elderly female was attacked
with the. disease, and was in a state of collapse at ten
o'clock the same night. Mr. Vinen, of Tooley-street, who
attended these cases, states that the evacuations were passed
into the beds, and that the water III which the foullmen
would be washed would inevitably be emptied into the
channel mentioned above. Mr. Russell, of Thorntou-street,
Horsleydown, who attended many of the subsequent cases in
the court, and who, along with another medical gentleman,
was the first to call the attention of the authorities to the state of
the well, says that 'such water was invariably emptied there,
and the people admit the circumstance, About It, ~veekafter
the above two cases commenced, a number of patients were
taken ill nearly together: four on Saturday, July 28th,
seven or eight on the 29th, and several on the following day.
Eleven of the cases were fatal. The deaths occurred. in
seven out of the fourteen small houses in the court.
" The two first cases on the 20th and 21st may be considered to represent about the average amount of cases for the
neighbourhood, there having been just that number in the
adjoining court about the same time. But, in a few days,
when the' dejections of these patients must have become
mixed with the water the people drank, a number of additional cases commenced nearly together." (a)
The following instances were made known by Dr. Lloyd:
-In Silver. street, Rotherhithe, there were 80 cases and 38
deaths in the course of a fortnight, early.in July. 1849, at It
time when there was very little cholera in any other part of
Rotherhithe. The contents of all the privies in this street
ran into a drain which had once had a communication with
the Thames; and the people got their supply of water from
a well situated very near the end of the drain, with the contents of which the water got contaminated. Dr. Lloyd informed me, that the fetid water from the drain could be seen
dribbling through the side of the well, above the surface of
the water.
Among other sanitary measures recommended
by Dr. Lloyd, was the filling up of the well; and the cholera ceased in Silver-street as soon as the people gave over
using the water. Another instance alluded to by Dr. Lloyd
was Charlotte-place, in Rotherhithe, consisting of seven
houses the inhabitants of which, excepting those of one
house, , obtained their water from a ditch communicating
with the Thames, and receiving the contents of the privies
of all the seven houses. In these houses there were 25 cases
of cholera, and 14 deaths; one of the houses had a pump
railed off, to which the inhabitants of the other houses had
no access, and there was but one case in that house. (b)
The following instance, as Wellas some others of a similar
kind, is related in the Report on Cholera by the General
Board of Health:" In Manchester, a sudden and violent outbreak of cholera
occurred in Hope-street, Salford. The inhabitants usee!
water from a particular pump-well. This well had been repaired, and a sewer which passes within nine inches of the
(a) Tho pa •• age. In the abcve account, Included within Inverted commas,
are quoted troQl. a p&mphlet.,by the Author,
00. the ccmmuntcattcn of
H

,Chol.ia."

(b) SOl 14:0d. Gu.,

.
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. ,~ ..~,"':'"'Aprjl"l.8~,,:U:r:s•.~.,' aJ!1eiltbirtYrlljght;;sIWeJ ~
.and.asthenic, ,eigptIUP~thi gone:with. (ourth ehild ; eieven
p.m,,~wa~elloe4,while in bed, br gru.mbli~g .pains and~o.deQlte.dUlCharge"of blood, Both of which gradually< increased. r found her in an hour or two somewha,t
pale. and.. exhausted, .. pains frregular, parts,:sot'h harmoirh~e .triflil\g, bu.t persistent JOS- balf .. o.pep. o.r peady
so, and. free (rom. placental attachment,
Hera a~am,.the
same, prallticew:as pureued=-ruptured membranes; ~.g(\.t,
and stimuli. Labourwenr on rapidly; but, lUlthe.fuintne~s
increased.ialso, though. the' appareue.rhcemorrhaga w~,fur
from.alarming, I felt hound, by .means. of the. veetls"the
ordyinstrumenr at hand, toextract the.child ; this wasdead,
and.its birth immediately.followed by the expulsion ~.fmany
large, firm. coagula. By'. careful manipulation: within and
without, the' placenta was removed; uterus reduced; bleeding, if anyj.arrested, and the wernan, though long syneopated;
was·at lastr.estored,.anddid very well.
..
Case 3, occurred last week, to thisaamepatient, in-her next
confinement, and also at or about the eighth month, Being
called earlier, I kept ber recumbent, and' employedtlrroughout firm and steady abdominal compression with broad
.bandages ; when state of parts permitted, ruptured the
membrane, gave 3j of ergot, and kept the forceps close at
hand, Notwithstanding. all this, the.uterus was again found
full of coagula, almost or entirely unmixed with fluid blood.
Though' exhausted, she at length recovered; and this time
the infant- also was alive.
. . The pathology' of these cases seems tolerably clear. Tbey
approximate to the unavoidable hsemcrrhage of Rigby;:
the .placenta being not prrevious but sufficiently near the
os uteri to come within the scope of that. expansion which
occurs about the cervix and lower segment during. the. last.
months of gestation, and at the same time sufficiently remotefrom .the orifice to cause the retention of the extravasated
blood within .the cavity of the uterus. Tbe two features
that 1 would 'especially dwell upon are, first, that the hcemorrhage is internal; and. secondly, that it is not the result of
violence 01" accident .. When the placenta verges on, without.
covering, the. os, serious heemorrhage will very frequently
occur; .but -then the amount both. of loss and danger may
be readily appreciated, and almost as readily arrested, by
rupturing the.tmembnanes,
as the open vessels •become
at once occluded .by pressure of descending head;
when; however, the blood does not escape.per vaginam, it is
difficulttoestirnate correctly the position -ofthe patient, and
not so easy to remedy it when known; for much mischief
may he done toa feeble woman, intolerant of heemorrhage,
before the syncope is recognised as anything more than con[To be eontlnued.]
stitutional or unimportan.t. Again" the perforation of membranes, though doubtless indispensable when theesis fairly
.dilated, .by no means uniformly succeeds at once; the
escaping waters appear to' be replaced by bloodyand .the
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irregularities of the child's body to afford ample room for
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the lodgment of coagula. Indeed, when treating a case
where the syncope .accompanying the first pains has passed
Cas« I.-August, 1846, Mrs. S., aged thirty-six, parturition
eff, and does not.attemptto recur, but the pulse and powers
occurring at end of eighth. month, with the sixth child.
hold their own,. the. waters most certainly should not be
.Habit spare and lax; power'sfeeble. . Pains commenced. ill
evacuated. till the head 'be well advanced, and everything
a modified and irregular form about three p.m.cand were ready for immediate delivery•
..soon .followed·by vomiting, syncope, and: a trilling hsemoMoreover, these cases differ from those wherein the ovum
rrhage f~omvagina. Before! however, the surgeon, who at- . is partially detached, and premature labour brought on by
tended In my absence, reac led the patient, she had rallied,
violence (>1' casualty, inasmuch as' they are 'distinctly spontaand the pains were, coming on with greater vigour and 1''1- neous in their. origin. Commencing while the. patient.js in
gularity; the discharge of blood being still of no import- bed, and even asleep, (this is known, not only. by the pains
ance, At seven.p.m. Ifi.rst saw her; she. was then pale,
and show then appearing. for the first time, but by the sudfeeble, and·depressed; pulse fluttering; mind gloomy; 8U1'den sickness and fainting, which clearly mark th.e period
·face chilled j still a slight oozing of blood; parts yielding ; of extravasation.) and, what is still more decisive, they
os uteri half dilated; no placenta to be-felt. Under these
are not. unfrequently preceded, as in placenta prrevia,
circumstances the practice wus.rupture the membranes, .3ij. by a smaller amount of pains' and flood}ng,perhal?s weeks
of ergot (c~mpho~ated powder) in warm brandy and.water ; before' the final attack takes place: It IS a recogrused 'fact
perfect horizontalism, and chafe the extremities. All ap- among veterinary practitioners, that the females, especially
preciable hremorrhage ceased; pains were active, and jhe
of neat cattle, are prone to abort when pregnant by _a large
head soon descended rapidly, Still the exhaustiongrew
and disproportionately heavy male. How far will observauponus, and as the chIldp~ssed the vulva, despite cold air tion and statistics manta-inthe idea, that a similar dispaopor·and brandy, the woman famted i-instant and firm pres- tiqnb.etweenparents .!llay lead, ill the human race, to a
sure upon the uterus extruded at the. same time the similar result ?FOI:, if the woman were at the same time
place~ta ,!nd many large coagula, the organ itself' readily , small and asthenic, the decidua being diffluent and iusuffiassumIDg Its proper reduced and small dimensions; 'no cur- ciently 'tenacious, a large. heavy ovum would have every
re.nt.hremorrhagc could be .at ~ll detected even by hand
facility for gravitating. and attaching itself to the lower por~lthlD the uterus; but the .mischief 'vas' already done, 'and,
tion of the uterus,
.
m a few short moments, the poor thing ceased to breathe.
So much forpathology .. There are two points in pracThe infant was still-born. .
tice :~lst; Always. regald with 'salutary suspicion sudden,
~ge .lIf it,becaroe.ac.,!identa1lY,~pp'ed up" and l.e~~~i ~o
tlurweU. :ntlinhaoltants.of
30 hou,ses.usedthe'wa~!:r (~om
illiB well".lIrn()ng them there oc,cui-ted.~9cases of diiirrliOiil,
'~(tcases or ch"lera,. and 25 deaths. The ~nhabi~ntsof60
wmljeS In the same immediate lle.ig9-b\l.~rhood~
uJr~dQtl1~r
w:>,.tei";
am.ong tllese there occurred II cases; ofdlaI:li~a,
but. not. a.singlecase of cholera" nor one death.. It,l$ re:mark"able, that, ill this instance, out
the ,29 persons,
~ttacked with cholera, the whole .perished exc~ptorre.'·',~·
~.,62..
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.
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_ Dr. Thomas Kfng Chambers informed me, thafat.TIford,
in Essex, in-the summer of 1849; the cholera prevailed very
aeverely in·a row of houses a littlewa.y from the main .part
ef the town. It hadvisited every,house in the ro-wbut.one.
llhe refuse which overflowed from the privies aud apig.sty
could be seen running into the well overthe surface.iof the
ground, and the water was very fetid; yet it was used by
the pecple in aU Ule houses exoept that which hadescaped
cholera. That house was inhabited by a .woman who took
linen to wash, and she, finding.that the water gave the linen
an offensive smell, paid aperson to fetch water for her from
the pump in the town, and this-water she used for culinary
purposes, as well as for washing.
.
.
The time does not permit of my relating any moreof the
·numerous instances In which severe outbreaks of cholera
have been connected with adulteration of the wate~with .the
·contents.of drains and cesspools ; and this is the less to be
regretted, as the influence of this kind ,of water over the
increase of'cholera Is nowgenerally admitted,
In the seventh notification of theGeneral.Board.of Health,
on Septemher 18, 1849, soon after attention bad been first
prominently drawn .to this matter, the. following passage
occurs :-" The, ascertained fact,. that the use of .vitiated
'Yater acts .as a poison on the stomach and bowels, producing
sickness, -diarrhcea, and other symptoms resembling' those of
cholera, has recently received melancholy confirmation in
numerous instances,"
Now, in these instances.The disease induced.isadmitted to
have been actual cholera in the same notification, and' inthe
subsequent report of the Board, and there is ~'Oevid.e=e·to
show that. vitiated water generally acts as. a poison; on.the
contrary, in many of the instances in which these outbreaks
of cholera occurred, the people had been drinking the same
vitiated water since the cholera ofl832. However repulsive
to the feelings the swallowing of human excrement may be,
it does not appear to be very injurious so long as it comes
from healthy persons, but when it proceeds from cholera
patients, and probably patienls with some other maladies; it
IS a.means of communicating. disease.
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